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A TRAVELLING PICTURE
SHOW

Trevor Nunweek in Sydney, 1948.

Derrick Hancock, aged 34, on
Waimairi Beach in 1949.

O

NE SATURDAY morning in 2005, I answered
a phone call from Derrick Hancock, nearly 90,
who lived in Christchurch. I had written to Derrick
after reading about his life in a university assignment
archived at the MacMillan Brown Library. He soon
popped the question I was hoping to hear: would I
like to go up for a visit? Several weeks later, I loaded
the car with an overnight bag, laptop and scanner.
I had better be prepared, I thought, in case Derrick
had photographs he’d let me use in what would later
become my book Mates & Lovers: A History of Gay
New Zealand.
Derrick welcomed me into his house in Gayhurst
Road, Dallington, a street whose name we had joked
about on the phone. Throughout the day, fuelled
by chocolate biscuits and tea, we chatted about
Derrick’s time in the conscientious objectors’ camps
during the Second World War, the house parties of
the 1950s, the bars of the 1960s, and life with his
partner Ron Hawley, who had recently passed away.
All the while, Derrick fished out photographs—of
friends at the beach, drag parties, the odd studio
portrait— and I sat on the floor and fed them into
the scanner.
Images, I quickly realised, were a crucial resource
for queer history. No-one can doubt the importance
of the written materials in archives: government
records, activists’ minutes and pamphlets, letters
and diaries, all of which record the ideas, priorities
and preoccupations of their times. Still, archives tend
9

An afternoon outing, sometime during the 1950s.

Derrick’s favourite photograph of himself.

to favour organisations and well-known individuals.
Photographs from personal albums provide other
perspectives, valuable views into the (sometimes
lost) worlds of ‘ordinary’ people. Derrick’s images
were taken indoors and out; many commemorated
informal occasions and the friendships and intimacies
fostered there. Participants relax and pose, singly
and in groups of three, four and more. Men hang
off verandahs, nestle among sand-dunes, arrange
themselves against verdant backdrops, and pose in
living rooms in party dresses. As James Gardiner
writes in his gay photo history Who’s a Pretty Boy
Then?, ‘the camera provides us with the details that
make history live; the cut of a frock, the look on
a face, the snapshot you chose to keep’. Men can
‘cherish the private moments that never made their
way into the family photograph album.’

I left Derrick and Gayhurst Road later that
afternoon, fizzing with excitement. I felt I’d unearthed
a world I had never dreamed existed. Others knew
about it, of course, the many men who either
participated or knew those who did. Back in Dunedin,
I printed out Derrick’s favourite photo, a younger
version of himself with a pencil moustache, suit and
gold signet ring, framed it, and sent it up to him.
I visited Derrick once more—the photo had found
a home on the mantelpiece—but he died in 2006,
little over a year after he had lost Ron. Two years
later, when I published Mates & Lovers, Derrick’s
photos appeared throughout the sections on the
1930s and ’40s. A few turn up in later chapters too.
These images are not only illustrations that adorn
the pages. Instead, they provide valuable evidence
for my contention that a queer critical mass formed
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during and after the war. These circles of friends
were the precursors to New Zealand’s gay activist
organisations of later decades. Without the earlier
development of social networks, the more formal
push for equality could not have happened.
My visits to Derrick were not the end of my
photo collecting. In 2009 I showed Derrick’s pictures
to an audience at the Christchurch Art Gallery. I
mentioned that one of his albums—a black buckram
volume full of pictures of friends, many of which I
had scanned—had gone missing. Did anyone know
where it might be? Nobody did, and the album
remains lost. Happily, some in the audience led me
to other, similar images.
Roger Eltoft was one of them. After the talk he came
up for a chat. Roger was looking after photographs,
diaries and ephemera for his friend David Wildey.
Would I like to peruse them sometime? David, who
had been a pal of Derrick Hancock, was by then
in a rest home. He was also an avid hoarder—the
kind historians like. Several boxes, neatly arranged
by Roger, contained David’s wartime diaries and
photographs, images and negatives chronicling
David’s interest in physical culture and, joy of joys,
duplicates of some of the photographs from Derrick’s
missing album. Just as Derrick had been able to
name a number of his friends, Roger and his mates
identified many of those in David Wildey’s collection.
Most had passed away, some fairly recently. David
himself died in 2012.
A few months before David’s death, I took
another phone call from Christchurch. ‘You don’t
12

ABOVE: Derrick Hancock (right) and his brother’s friend
Ron Demergue set off from Christchurch for a road trip
to the West Coast one afternoon in 1938.

know me,’ Murray Walker said down the line, ‘but
I’m the nephew of Trevor Nunweek. I have a box
full of photos of Trevor and his friends. Would you
like them?’ Trevor, who died in 2005, had known
Derrick and David well; he appeared in many of
the shots in Derrick’s collection. After a trip to
Christchurch to see Murray, I came away with yet
more duplicates—Canterbury men at the seaside,
mostly—along with evocative snapshots of visiting
American military personnel, men proudly showing
off their physiques and still others, clothed, who may
have been penfriends.
Southern Men showcases all three sets of
photographs: Derrick’s, Trevor’s and David’s, and a
little related ephemera. It documents the development
of queer Canterbury networks during the middle
13

‘Me on Nugget.’

decades of the twentieth century, networks—and
lives—recorded by Derrick, Trevor, David and their
companions.
This story of a community is also a tale of travels
both local and global. For instance, the men in
our photographs moved from workplaces to leisure
places. Like the photographic collections of so many
New Zealanders, leisure features much more often
than work. The beach and the bach were especially
popular locales for photography. Work colleagues
were not necessarily unsympathetic—Derrick and
Ron had department store jobs, and they found
the environment fairly supportive—but among
their friends, queer men could forge more relaxed
spaces too. Men travelled constantly from city to
countryside, city to city. The car was a boon: a
relatively rare commodity during the 1930s, some

were lucky enough to have
access to one. In 1938
Derrick set out on a road
trip with a friend of his
brother, wandering freely
across the South Island’s
wild landscape. (‘We had
some fun on that trip,’
Derrick told me with a
sly grin.) Trevor Nunweek
and his mates hitched up horses; ‘Me on Nugget’
reads the caption on the back of one print (above).
Others took the train or the ferry, visiting friends
in Dunedin, Wellington and points further north.
Derrick and a pal wandered the streets of Napier; a
street photographer captured the flâneurs one day
in 1952. Trevor wandered further afield: soon after
the war he went to Sydney, London and the United
States.
Men travelled for a range of reasons. Derrick moved
from Christchurch to Dunedin during the late 1930s
to work at the Botanic Gardens. During the war, he
spent four years in a prison camp for conscientious
objectors, before heading back to Christchurch. David
Wildey was posted to the Pacific. Among his photos
are soldiers swimming in the lagoons in the Solomon
Islands, and mementoes of his wartime friends and
lovers. In about 1964, David Wildey moved from
Christchurch to Auckland, where he would stay for
forty years. He returned to Canterbury late in life.
Other men made other kinds of movements. Some
married; a few left their queer worlds behind for
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ABOVE: Derrick (right) and a friend stroll the streets of

Napier, 1952.

good, others—David among them—for only a short
time; while some combined a queer existence with a
‘square’ (straight) one. David’s gay brother Everleigh
married and remained so until the end of his life,
although the arrangement had become platonic early
on. As these examples show, mobility could be social
as well as geographical.
Photographs travelled too, with copies passing
among the friends who appeared in front of the
camera. Historian Tony Ballantyne suggests that the
circulation of people, ideas and things is a key theme
in New Zealand’s past. For our men and others,
mobility worked to expand networks and horizons,
while their photographs reveal the worlds they made
together.






BIOGRAPHIES offer us a useful pathway into gay

histories. Gay culture influences and intersects with
men’s domestic, work and leisure lives. Conversely,
individuals and groups of men leave behind traces—
photographs, diaries and letters—which grant us
access to the social context of their time.
I own some of the photograph and negative
collection of David Wildey, but most is held in the
Hocken Collections in Dunedin. There are a great
many letters, the looseleaf pages of an adolescent
diary and a small, brown wartime journal. Both of
these have been supplemented during transcription,
often embellished with explicit and revealing
annotations that flesh out the sometimes mysterious

ABOVE: In about 1940, a young, very slim David Wildey
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reclines on the lawn (left) and Noel Hulme (right)
wanders past Christchurch’s Art Centre.

elisions of the original version. There are also letters
and photographs belonging to Keith Hulme, David’s
lover from the early 1950s until Keith’s death in
1976, and Noel Hulme, Keith’s older gay brother
who died in action in Egypt during the war. Noel
had a Christchurch-based circle of friends, and a few
of their photographs survive in David’s collection.
Born in 1921, David was brought up by his
grandparents. Once his school years had drawn to
a close, he went to work as bookkeeper for Massey-

LEFT: Keith Hulme holds still

for the military photographer,
early 1940s.

Harris, a farm machinery company, and he soon
moved to a position at Leithfield Shirts. As well
as the amateur body-building and swimming that
filled some of his spare time, he was an avid stamp
collector and movie-goer. As a teenager, David hung
out at the Milky Way milk bar in Christchurch’s
High Street. For two years he was a devout member
of the Evangelical Church of Christ. At one point,
away from home, he wrote to his grandmother: ‘I
am praying too and growing in faith.’ During the
war, posted to New Caledonia and then the Solomon
Islands, David’s religiosity began to wane. The war
over, he gained a teaching diploma and taught at
Timaru Main School, then moved to Linwood School
in Christchurch before relocating to Auckland to
work in a number of schools there.
Keith Hulme started out as a plastics moulder
before serving overseas with the Dental Corps. He
later worked for the New Zealand Post Office in

Christchurch and then,
once he and David had
relocated up north, for
the Auckland Education
Board. The pair had their
share of arguments and
fallings out, but they
adored one another: David
was ‘Darl’, Keith ‘Hon’.
David was devastated
when Keith died suddenly of a heart attack in 1976.
The following year, David wrote a note in memoriam
for the local newspaper: ‘He touched all who knew him
with the flame of his selfless devotion, the generosity
of his spirit, the warmth of his love, and the rare
beauty of his goodwill.’
Derrick Hancock was born at home in Linwood
Avenue in 1915, the eldest of three children. His
father was a jeweller and watchmaker with a shop
in Chancery Lane, his mother a volunteer in the
Anglican church and a member of the Mothers’
Union. When Derrick was two, the family moved
to a house in Geraldine Street. Derrick found his
parents supportive: his father built him an aviary
and encouraged an interest in breeding birds, and
provided a glasshouse when Derrick developed an
interest in gardening. His mother taught him skills
too and, Derrick remembered, she ‘was always proud
of my talents in tatting and knitting’.
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Derrick Hancock (left) and Ron Hawley.

Christchurch Boys’ High School was rather less
enjoyable. Its staff were sticklers for military training
and endless marching although, with the support of
his pacifist father, Derrick was granted an exemption.
He began to have sex with other boys, and didn’t
think too much of it. One lad cycled home with him
after school and the boys fooled around together.
Having left high school in 1932, Derrick moved to
Dunedin to take up a job at the Botanic Gardens. At
first he lived with his grandmother, his aunt and her
close female companion, before moving into his own
flat in 1937.
20

In 1941, while Derrick was living in Palmerston
North and working as a gardener at the New Zealand
Missionary College, a letter arrived demanding he
report for military service. The young man, however,
had inherited his father’s pacifist views. He turned
up at the army office, refused to join the military,
was sent to a side office to wait, escaped out a side
door and biked home. Derrick was arrested and taken
to Trentham camp, but still he refused to put on a
uniform. Four years of detention followed, most of
it served in the Strathmore camp for conscientious
objectors near Rotorua.
Back in Christchurch after his release, Derrick
worked for a time for Dentons Gloves and Duckworth
and Turners shoe factory. He joined the Repertory
Society in 1952 and met Ron Hawley, another
actor. The two became firm friends, began a sexual
relationship and forged a life-long partnership.
The pair built a place together in Port Hills Road,
made a life among their queer friends, and hosted a
great many parties. Derrick never told his parents
about his sexuality and they never broached the
subject. Nevertheless, they seemed to know about
it. This situation—knowing but not talking—was
not uncommon at the time. British historian Matt
Cook suggests that parents sometimes knew ‘and
exercised those values of discretion, respectability
and propriety which did not necessarily signify a lack
of care, interest or love’. Among his friends and some
of his workmates, though, Derrick lived an openly
gay life.
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A young Trevor
Nunweek surveys
the view from his
sand dune.

Trevor Nunweek was an only child, born in 1926
to a farming family. After a spell in the commercial
course at Papanui Technical College, Trevor left
school at 15 and began work as a window dresser and
ticket writer for drapers Drayton Jones. He moved
on to Messrs Beaths Ltd, mercers, as a glove cutter,
and in 1944 enlisted for service in the Navy.

Before his Navy training began, Trevor
experienced an ignominy and stress known to a few
men of his generation: he found himself in court. In
February 1945, at the age of 18, Trevor came up on
an indecent assault charge.
He had gone to a Papanui house to visit a friend
he’d met at St Paul’s church, and he later told police:
‘He invited me inside, and showed me to his bedroom.
He then produced a number of photographs that he
had taken. They were scenes and portrait studies.
We were sitting on the bed. He undid the fly of my
trousers and played with my private. He then got me
to do the same thing to him.’ On another occasion,
Trevor returned to the Papanui house when four
other chaps were there, and this time he paired off
with a different young man.
The court records give few clues about how police
became involved, but officers nabbed Trevor and
three of his friends—all more or less the same age—
for the sexual activities in Papanui.
Trevor’s probation officer recommended leniency.
‘Offender has previously borne an excellent
reputation,’ the officer wrote; ‘he has never previously
been in any trouble, and on that account I would
respectfully recommend that he be given another
opportunity to re-establish himself in the eyes of the
community, and his family.’ Trevor and the other
youths were released on probation and told to stay
away from one another. Trevor left for Sydney soon
after his brush with the law.
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A young Ian Hillier.

Other men recur in the photo collections of David,
Derrick and Trevor, key figures in these queer
Christchurch circles after the war: Ian Hillier, Morris
Petrie and Noel Swanson. Ferrars Carrington was a
dress designer, Kin Kinsella worked as an actor, parttime barman and occasional art model, and sharptongued Laurie McIlroy (left) was a draper who ran
Regent Fabrics for a number of years. David Wildey
was good friends with Denys Cowl, a voice and piano
teacher who lived, with his mother, in the same street
as David.






NEW ZEALAND’S gay culture grew significantly

during the middle of the twentieth century, and
Derrick, David and their friends were part of this
social transformation. They came of age during
World War II, as the 1930s slid into the ’40s. There
has been little written about gay New Zealanders’
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David Wildey among the
daffodils in Hagley Park,
1950s.

experience of the war itself. This is a real omission:
wartime profoundly affected those with a homoerotic
interest, whether they were based in New Zealand
or overseas as military personnel, civilians or conscientious objectors. Our men’s collections illuminate war’s impact. David Wildey’s diary tells of his
passionate relationship with another soldier, and his
photographs document life in the Pacific in 1943. If
wartime was significant, so too was the growth of
New Zealand’s cities. Gay society grew along with
the rising populations of Christchurch, Auckland
and Wellington. Although our photographs reflect
mostly Canterbury landscapes, the patterns of our
men’s lives—with their social outings, house parties, friendships, love affairs, and long term relationships—were not unique to Christchurch.
Canterbury men took their cameras from place to
place and photographed their friends. The camera is
a true time machine, seizing a moment—its smiles,
clothing and poses—and conveying it to viewers in
the future. Photos from the ’50s stayed with David
his whole life. When he moved to a rest home in
2009, one small box went with him. It contained
mostly photos of Keith Hulme, David’s ‘honey bun’.
Now another audience can peruse the collections
of David and the others, in all their tantalising detail,
and glimpse the gay world of the past.
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WARTIME
WARTIME

Bert Hoare, a friend of David
Wildey, while in the Air Force. The
men kept in touch for a few years
after the war. Bert lived in Auckland
and Rotorua and worked as a florist
in civilian life. For 52 years he was
the partner of businessman Harlan
Thompson.

David Wildey in
uniform, 1941/2.

D

AVID WILDEY arrived at Burnham Camp
in August 1941. There the twenty-one-yearold began his military career, a fledgling member of
the medical corps. Ironically, David spent the early
weeks in the camp hospital with measles and then
laryngitis. Then, his war diary reveals, there were
weeks of ‘training, route marches, afternoon and
whole day manoeuvres, fatigues, lectures and leave’.
He describes one afternoon spent relaxing behind a
gorse bush, ‘in sheer contented exhaustion, happily
contemplating nature’.
In March of the following year, David was transferred to the Logan Park camp in Dunedin. From
this base he worked as an ambulance orderly, ferrying military patients to and from hospital. There
were a few spare moments spent in the Beaumonde
Ice Cream Bar, the Art Gallery and at the pictures.
While on duty, David’s friend Tim Parrott often went
with him in the ambulance. ‘Here comes young Tim
strolling up the steps, munching an apple,’ David
wrote. ‘Such a guy!’ A much later annotation to the
diary says: ‘I was crazy about Tim, but he had a
special friend, one Keith Stanbury, also a driver. I
often wondered years later what their relationship
was all about.’ These kinds of intimate ambiguities
would characterise David’s attachments—and those
of a great many other men—during the war.
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LEFT: David Wildey at Logan

Park territorial camp in
Dunedin in July 1941, with
friends Llew Velvin (centre)
and Jimmy Sherlock (right).

ABOVE: Sherlock (left) and

two friends make music in the
Pacific during the war.

‘We are having a great time,’ David wrote to his
grandmother from Dunedin. ‘We have been here
three months now.’ Much later, to a friend, David
recounted the time he returned from a movie in town
with his gay friend Jimmy Sherlock, skipping and
singing Marlene Dietrich songs. But these months in
the southern city were only the beginning of David’s
wartime experience. In Wellington on the way north,
the men of the US forces made an impression. ‘There
are American soldiers and sailors everywhere,’ David

informed his grandmother. ‘They are very polite but
very self-assured. I think their speech sounds like a
very tired man with a Scotch drawl.’
After a brief stopover in Auckland, David boarded a ship for New Caledonia and then arrived at the
base hospital in Bourail. He began work as assistant
quartermaster before proceeding to general orderly
duties. David recorded his daily life in the small
brown diary, a volume he transcribed and annotated
fifty years later. In 1993, he wrote: ‘On reflection
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it amazes me how I did so much writing, presumably late at night, on my cot, under the mosquito net
without burning the net or burning down the tent!’
Official duties were generally not arduous, and there
was plenty of time for writing, swimming, sunbathing
and the pictures (‘Saw Barbara Stanwyck in Lady of
Burlesque. Awful trash!’).
Friends were important too. There was Padre
Farr, on whom David confessed a small crush, and
Alf Ozier. ‘Dear Alf shouldn’t be here in the army,’
David jotted. ‘He is too nice. He deserves better’.
Douglas Morrison was another friendly face, a female
impersonator in the concert parties and known to his
gay pals as ‘Beulah’. David was especially friendly
with Wal McConnachie and John Waldie. In civilian
life, John had been a barber at Milne & Choyce’s
department store in Auckland’s Queen Street. Wal,
John and David spent time at the YMCA and sometimes swam together. David knew of only one couple,
Maurie Brewer (‘a handsome little guy, rather too
pretty’) and Phil Scott. ‘They were very discreet. Did
they have a place to “hide away”, or were their moments stolen sharing night duty in the wards maybe?’
David found some men alluring. Paddy was an ambulance driver, ‘Very swarthy with a magnificent body.
Very sexy! Such magnetism! I was crazy about him
but we scarcely had occasion to even speak.’ From
time to time the new recruits arrived: ‘Some of them
are beautiful—handsome, and maybe “thrilling”
company; others looked a “bit much”.’
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David Wildey, 1941
Private 149834, New Zealand Medical Corps

David’s true passion, though, was Charles
(‘Darkie’) Boyd, a young bisexual man whom David
first met in Bourail hospital. Darkie had been
admitted with fluid on the knee, the result of a rugby
injury. ‘I used to help him exercise his leg,’ David
wrote, ‘and with the intimacy of physical contact,
and his dependence, the bond grew and I began to
care about him.’
Soon, though tentatively, warily on both our parts,
I was held firmly in his arms. God! What memories! His tenderness! His caresses! This was the
night of my first ever sexual experience. I surrendered my virginity to him as bestowing a gift and
we fused like two peas in a pod as one united, as
I received his gift, his thrusting magnificent body
in return.
In the weeks and months that followed, the pair
would retire to their ‘hidden rendezvous by the river’.
On many an afternoon ‘we spent an idyllic afternoon.
Words are inadequate!’, David wrote breathlessly.
David managed one photo of Darkie, shot against
the tents of the Bourail camp (page 46).
News came through that Darkie would be transferred from New Caledonia to the Solomon Islands
where the Allies were fighting the Japanese. This
promised to be a much more dangerous assignment.
David desperately wanted to follow his lover, and
appealed to Brigadier William Dove. In his gay
war history Coming Out Under Fire, Allan Bérubé
writes that American officers often looked the other
way when it came to male couples and some even
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facilitated transfers
so men could be together. So it was
with Dove, who was
rumoured to have
homosexual
interests himself. Private
Wildey bowled up to
headquarters, asked
to see Dove, and was
given an audience
with the brigadier.
When David asked
to be posted to the
Solomons in order
to follow ‘a friend’,
Dove
responded,
David at his swimming hole.
in ‘a deep, gravelly
w h i s p e r ’ — ‘ “ Yo u
love him, don’t you?
You’re passionately, violently in love with him, aren’t
you?” Dove even asked me if we had ever had sexual
intercourse. I, rather coyly, denied.’ Eventually David got his way. ‘Of course I may never see Darkie
again, even if I am shipped forward,’ he wrote, ‘but
at least I’ll be hundreds of miles nearer to him.’
While in New Caledonia, David remained fairly
quiet about his own sexuality. He made friends with
discreet soldiers like Wal and John. David took an
instant dislike to one new arrival, another medic:
‘Poor frivolous, catty, camp, obvious queen!’ As a
later annotation explains, ‘I had only come out of
the closet to Wal and John a few months earlier, for
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We walked out of town into a suburb and apparently, looking for somewhere private, entered the
grounds of a very big convent. We followed a path
through the garden up-hill to a small retreat or
summerhouse at the end. I cannot recall what sex
took place but vividly recall that he had just cum
on the floor when I happened to look up in time
to warn him that a senior nun or mother was
hurrying along the path towards us. We’d obviously been seen from the convent. We passed her
guiltily without a word. She did not attempt to
stop us, nor do I recall that she even spoke.

ABOVE: Wal McConnachie, John Waldie and David
Wildey at David’s swimming hole.

the first time ever, and I suppose I was afraid he was
going to blow our cover and the whole camp would
be staring and talking about those queers, and Darkie would have to avoid me or pay the consequences.’
Overall, he later told a friend, soldiers weren’t overly
worried about their comrades’ sexuality and seemed
to accept one another; a fair few were naïve about
sex between men.
Opportunities were there for those, like David,
who sought them out. He wrote of ‘a torrid escapade
with a nice, friendly Marine’:
38

Soon David joined the 22nd Field Ambulance on
Vella Lavella in the Solomons. This was an island
of ‘savage beauty’, with its ‘jungle depths, beautiful
colourful birds, waving palms and coral shore’. Soon
after, David stopped writing in his diary, although a
brief note tells us he did find Darkie. Another entry
mentions American Matthew Waidelich, a companion from Vella Lavella (page 51). Matt (‘Buddy’) was
married and devoutly Christian, but he and David
embarked on an intense sexual relationship.
David Wildey spent five-and-a-half months on
Vella Lavella, and then headed back to New Zealand. His war did not end especially well. On Vella
Lavella, a Japanese bomb landed near him, deafened
him in one ear, and the incident left him with posttraumatic stress (at the time he was diagnosed with
‘neurasthenia’). Decades later, friends reported, he
would imagine the bombers were coming and dive
for cover.
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Allan Bérubé and fellow US historian George
Chauncey document the ambiguous relationship
between comradeship and eroticism during wartime. Ministers of religion defended the intense
bonds of ‘Christian brotherhood’ while wartime
‘buddies’ sometimes—although by no means
always—became lovers. The boundaries between
the two could be blurry, and one sometimes
merged into the other.
Wartime love between men took several forms.
At Strathmore camp for conscientious objectors,
where Derrick Hancock saw out the war years,
internees wrote of male bonds of comradeship
that transcended the regulations and deprivations of the war years. Some of Strathmore’s
men forged firm friendships, and a few—Derrick
included—became sexually involved with their
fellow internees. Few of these erotic attachments
lasted into peacetime, though: most of Derrick’s
partners later married.
Bérubé famously suggested that war profoundly transformed queer men’s lives. By sending men
away from their families and their everyday realities to a different environment, war allowed them
to explore new social and sexual possibilities.
This was certainly true for David Wildey. David
later wrote that his experiences in New Caledonia
‘brought me out’. He had been so ‘innocent’ at
the YMCA in Christchurch in his youth, ‘always
nude’ in a setting with plenty of attractive men
to admire.






Swimming sports, Joroveto Village, on the island of
Vella Lavella in the Solomons, during the summer
of 1943-4. On the back of this image, David wrote:
‘Note diver in mid-air. Don’t look too closely.’

THESE PAGES: A selection of
David Wildey’s shots from Vella
Lavella. Lower right is the roadhouse recreation centre at Joroveto,
Christmas 1943.
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‘The Pond’, hospital
grounds, Vella Lavella,
1943.

I waited maybe fifteen minutes before I saw him. Oh,
the suspenseful anticipation! How would he behave? I
saw him alone for a moment. He was his usual “very
cool” but nice and friendly self, not cold nor reserved
as I had feared. We arranged to meet tomorrow night.
I passed Darkie’s tent but did not see him. I wasted
fruitless hours in hopeful expectancy. Sometimes I
wonder if it is worth the heart-wrenches.

Charles ‘Darkie’ Boyd, 1943, New Caledonia.
‘Darkie’ would later return to Dunedin and
marry.

I was heading for the YMCA to see if he were there
when I met him coming. We found a secluded spot
and after much resisting I let him have his way. Ah,
Love! He buggered me. He had to leave around eightthirty. I went as far as the YM with him and stayed
for a cup of tea.
After mess we stole an hour of bliss welded as one
before he had to be on his way.

David’s diary contains many descriptions of Darkie:
How lovely his lashes are! And long! And his brows,
like his hair, so sleekly, ebony black! And his eyelids!
So silken, and heavy, and cool, and moist, the soft
sheen on them so seductive!

We went into the detention barracks swimming
enclosure. It was such a turn-on to crush each other,
and feel his lips on mine: I couldn’t bear that in a few
minutes I would have to let him go. I yielded to his
need and for a few minutes he was inside me. God!
He’s wonderful!
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He wasn’t loathe to share his physicality! Nor my
body! He begged for it, demanded it!
There is a pretty spot up behind the camp and
we climbed the hill into the lantana. We lay in a
little clearing and taking me in his arms he asked,
tauntingly maybe, Is this what you want? A few
nights ago, I had sadly commented, we will never
kiss again, will we? God! Clutching our last fleeting
moments together. What a mad world! Happiness
belongs only in this moment! For the last time we
were one, he in me! God! Keep him safe!
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We said what we expected to be our last au revoir for
some time and I asked him for some understanding
of how we stood. He said he’d regarded it as a very
sincere friendship. What more could he say? It was
all I had wanted to hear, but what a heartache! Would
I see him again? Would he survive the Solomons
campaign?
Ah! Love is strong as death! But what is life without
it?

Matthew Waidelich (‘Buddy’) was a close friend of
David Wildey on Vella Lavella. Perhaps the pair met
through the Christian networks both were involved
in. One photograph sent from Buddy to David bore
the inscription: ‘Where’er thou art, the Lord preserve thee. Your divine friend, Bud.’ David later told
friends the relationship was passionately sexual. One
of Buddy’s letters to David closes with ‘I love you’
in French.
Jan 28, 1945
Dear Dave,
It has been a long time since our last correspondence.
Often when I take up our Bible, and see your name
with your home address, I feel an impulse to write ...
Sept. 16, 1945
Dear David,
I was terribly happy and thrilled to receive the swell
photograph of you, which is now above my bunk
pinned on the wall. It is really very handsome of you.
When thinking about you many times I wished that
I could see you. Believe it or not, but as I am about
ready to retire, I have our pyjamas on. You know the
blue ones you gave me.
Au revoir—dear friend—je vous aime,
affectionately, Bud.

A photo sent by Matthew Waidelich to David Wildey. The
inscription on the back reads: ‘Taken in Masterton, New
Zealand, May 1943. In remembrance of the good times
we shared on Vella. Always yours—most sincere friend.
Buddy. September 16th, 1945.’

After the war, David and Buddy continued to correspond before losing touch. During the 1980s, David
wrote to contacts in the US to try to find his old
friend, without success.
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AEWS library, New Caledonia. The figure at the desk may
be Keith Hulme, later David Wildey’s lover.

Owen Fletcher (opposite) began his working life at
the Dunedin Botanic Gardens during the late 1930s,
where he became friends with Derrick Hancock. During
the war he served in New Caledonia with the Army
Education Welfare Service (above). The AEWS provided short courses, lectures, libraries, movies and
magazines for the troops, and Owen was the service’s
resident botanist. He quickly became involved with the
Kiwi Concert Party, and as a member of the Base
Repertory Players he wrote and produced an original
play. Along with gay photographer Robert Steele, Owen
edited a periodical titled The Dragon, the ‘official publication of the New Zealand tank brigade’. In his camper
moments, his friends knew him as ‘Ophelia’.
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Noel Hulme, Keith’s gay brother, with two soldier friends
(centre, opposite), and on his own (right).
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THESE PAGES: Shots from Noel Hulme’s collection. Noel is seated
second from the right in the front row of ‘Xmas at Camp Maadi’,
Egypt (above), and sits on a wall in the Lebanon Mountains, 1942
(top right). Noel was killed in action later that year.
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Your autograph book bears witness to at least one
feature of detention life which has been so worthwhile:
The spirit of goodwill and comradeship has not been
defeated by regulations and barbed wire.
Sincerest best wishes, Derrick.
Noel Bly

‘Strathmore’ , sketched for Derrick by WF Johansen,
3/3/1945.

Derrick Hancock spent the war in the Strathmore
camp for conscientious objectors near Rotorua.
There he worked in the gardens, the library and the
tailors’ shop, sewing thick khaki into everyday clothing and costumes for concerts. There were sexual opportunities too, with men who would go on to marry
after the war.
Derrick’s autograph book records traces of
Strathmore’s detainees’ lives and philosophies,
including the objections to war that caused men to
be detained in the camps. One poem contained these
lines:

Other men’s entries focused on comradeship, while a
few told of erotic encounters.
Derrick’s autograph book meant a lot to him.
When I visited him he brought it out as a treasure,
a valuable record of relationships forged in another
time and place.
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Waste of manhood, waste of health
Waste of beauty, waste of wealth

BOTH PAGES: Protest art in Derrick’s autograph book from 1944

represents Strathmore camp’s setting in the harsh landscape of the
central North Island. Jack Baxter was a good friend of Derrick’s and
an occasional lover.
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To Derrick—
My very best wishes & utmost respect for your stand.
Don Solenberger,
—Visiting American
6/18/1944
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Maybe you will remember me better by my nickname
Derrick so here it comes—Pash (Passion).
Bill Le Page

I guess Bawdy and Randy have done a good job in
dragging me down into the mire with them and so I
became known as—Sexy Rexie.
WF Hillary, 28/5/44

Judged by the contents of this book, a stranger,
coming to the infamous story for the first time, might
be tempted to opine that the legacy of the Detention
Camps is a mass loss of ideals, debased morals and
besmirched purity; or perhaps, that the lesser had
gained ascendency over the rest.
He would be profoundly in error. In spite of the
endeavours of such people as Bawdy, Randy and
Sexy & the like to bring to birth a new variety of
Original Sin, the good shines forth as opportunity
affords—that it has not entirely been submerged by
such experiences is a pledge of the worthwhileness of
life as it will be as a mighty rock in the days yet to be.
Arthur Wallbank
Whenuaroa
12.3.45
There’s but one thing the world has need to know,
There’s but one balm for our human woe,
There’s but one way leads to heaven above,
That way is human sympathy and love.
C Stewart
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These foolish things remind me of you.
Harry Bowkett
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My education is eternally debted to the blood tingling
love play of the tailor shop homos—may your potency
never fail x

To my fellow homo,

Despite the jealous
criticism of the misogamists of the tailors’ shop, I
trust that our little attempts at love-making have
enabled you to maintain your skill in this, the
greatest of all arts. But I shall always remember you
as my mess-mate of mess NO:17, in the days of thine
innocence.
Best of luck for the future, Derrick, from one
sometimes referred to as ‘the Dirty Old Parson’,
otherwise, FL Long.
25/7/1944

Best of wishes you old frotteur,
W Gratte
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ABOVE: Johnny Holberton, a San Franciscan friend of Trevor

Nunweek. Holberton was one of the Marines who visited
Christchurch on leave between 1942 and 1944. On the back
of the card, Johnny added the words: ‘“Let not the weeds of
forgetfulness grow on the path of Eternal Friendship”, Always,
John.’

RIGHT: Bruce, another American friend of Trevor.
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BOTH PAGES: On the home front: Trevor Nunweek and
Alan Royds, a soldier friend, take a break in Cathedral
Square (left) and, with Derrick Hancock, in Hagley Park
(right).
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FRIENDS

David Wildey wearing his sunglasses (centre),
chatting with a mate during the 1950s.

Ron Hawley (right) and two
others smoke in the garden,
1950s.

D

ERRICK HANCOCK, Trevor Nunweek
and David Wildey were key members of
Christchurch’s gay circles during the late 1940s
and 1950s. All three men turn up in the beach and
backyard shots of the time, and each appears in his
companions’ photograph collections.
Derrick’s early forays into Christchurch gay life
saw him head along to ‘San Michele’, a rented house
on The Esplanade in Sumner. Around 12 men,
including Ian Hillier, Morris Petrie and Noel Swanson, gathered there at the weekends. ‘San Michele’
was a godsend to those who lived with their parents
or boarded privately. On Friday evenings in 1948,
several friends —Derrick included—met at the Black
and White Tea Rooms in town before taking the
tram out to Sumner. At ‘San Michele’, ‘queer’ men
(to use their own term) found space away from the
gaze of their ‘square’ counterparts.
Private spaces were important in queer life. British historian Matt Cook writes that ‘home’ was a
pivot in a man’s ‘sense of belonging and identity’,
both a ‘connection to the outside world’ and ‘a place
of retreat’. If ‘San Michele’ fulfilled this role, so too
did David Wildey’s inner-city apartment. This cosy
space occupied the garret of an old house in Park
Terrace and boasted a view across Hagley Park.
David was proud of his tastefully decorated flat. In
town one day in 1951, he ran into wartime friend
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Saturday nights a crowd left the British Hotel in
Lyttelton or the Coffee Pot café in town and headed
to a party at ‘Borer Cottage’. Men often paired off
and slipped into bedrooms or out into the garden.
On at least one occasion Derrick turned up the heating to encourage his guests to shed their clothes. In
time, the ramshackle dwelling was replaced by a new
house next door, built for Derrick and Ron Hawley.
This was known as ‘Clarence House’ to its owners,
‘Withering Heights’ to others.
Sometimes the private spaces of home gave way to
public appearances. Noel Hulme was the gay brother
of Keith Hulme, David Wildey’s partner. His friends
were of a slightly earlier generation than Derrick and
David, and a number of images from the late 1930s,
ABOVE (left to right): friends Garth Minson, Fred

Newton, Red O’Neil and Laurie McIlroy, December 1946.

BELOW: Noel Hulme (centre, in suit and tie) and his
friends, c.1938.

John Waldie and John’s lover, Bert Hall, on holiday in Christchurch. John and Bert ‘were staying
at an awful bed-and-breakfast in Bealey Avenue,’
David remembered. ‘I of course invited them to my
beautiful eyrie on Park Terrace.’ Frank Ross, another
friend, wrote to David years later: ‘I hope you realise
how much I enjoyed your attic and the stimulation
of your company amid fine books, good music and
a comfortable bed.’ Rather cryptically, Frank added:
‘I was very inhibited in lots of ways but you were a
great help to me in self-realisation.’
In 1948 Derrick Hancock and his friend Fred
Newton bought a modest place at 100 Port Hills
Road in the Heathcote Valley. The crumbling structure soon earned the nickname ‘Borer Cottage’. On
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Ferrars Carrington, off
to a party, 1955.

carefully
preserved
by David, show them
draped over a Studebaker car and hanging out at the beach.
David’s own set spent
a lot of time at the seaside, enjoyed picnics at
Diamond Harbour, and
ventured out to the
races.
Drag
provided
another
opportunity
to wander further from
home. Fred Newton
and his mates dressed
up
and
performed
drag numbers at a
Christchurch workingmen’s club. Fred transformed himself into either Mary Martin or Ethel
Merman—depending on his mood—and his rendition of No Business Like Show Business was especially popular. Derrick Hancock and David Wildey
befriended John Hunter, a female impersonator
in the ‘Kiwis Revue’ who toured the country and
occasionally caught up with the Christchurch crowd.
Camp settings gave rise to camp names. Derrick and
Ron were ‘Hattie’ and ‘Rhonda’, Derrick’s moniker
dating from a Christmas trip to Auckland in 1950.
There were others too, sometimes alliterative but not
always: David ‘Wilhelmina’ Wildey and Trevor ‘Vita’
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Keith Hulme and David Wildey outside David’s bach at
Redcliffs, mid-1950s.

Nunweek. Ian Hillier’s camp name was ‘Wendy’,
after the stage actress and movie star Wendy Hiller
(Pygmalion, Tess of the D’Urbervilles, I Know Where
I’m Going! and other productions).
Some lovers became friends—Derrick and Ian
Hillier were ‘on’ briefly before reverting to being
mates. Others became long-term partners. Derrick
and Ron, who met at the Christchurch Repertory
Theatre in 1952, started out as friends. They lived
in Sydney and Melbourne briefly, returned to New
Zealand during the late 1950s, and spent the rest of
their lives in Christchurch.
David Wildey and Keith Hulme met in 1951. ‘I
said that I preferred to be the older “partner”, so he
took five years off his age,’ David wrote when Keith’s
true age finally came to light. ‘I did not suspect why
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Keith Hulme (left) and David Wildey en
route from Christchurch to Timaru, 1953.

he tired sooner than I did when I dragged him out
on long walks.’ This was a commuter relationship
for several years. Initially, David worked as a primary school teacher in Timaru and took a room at
the Hydro Grand Hotel. Keith, meanwhile, stayed
in Christchurch for his job at the Post Office. Then
David taught in Auckland and visited Christchurch
periodically. The pair continued to live apart during
the late 1950s.
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Distance
generated a lot of correspondence, and
David kept both
Keith’s letters to
him and his to
Keith. One letter,
penned
when
David lived in
his Christchurch
flat and Keith
was
elsewhere,
mentioned Park
Terrace politics:
‘McDonald
told
Erica I’m queer
and entertain lots
of men. I always
knew she was
circulating
that
story. Must dash
now to library duty and finish later. Tra la, Hon.
xxx.’ The same missive recorded David’s feelings: ‘I
was blue with missing you, Love, but I’m bright now
because you’ll be home soon. Bye, Hon. Love, Your
Dahl. xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.’

Another time, Keith wrote: ‘I’ve caught more cold
and feel like death warmed up—however it was a
great boost to my morale when I received my Dahl’s
letter today.’
David Wildey’s archive contains several hundred
letters, not all of them between David and Keith.
There is correspondence from Patrick, a married
man, confessing his love for David; Ian Hillier seeking advice on buying classical music; Denys Cowl on
concerts he’d seen and gossip on mutual friends; Kin
Kinsella on good books and the state of his mother’s
health. Men who had moved in gay circles and since
married also sent their best wishes and updated
David on their families’ progress.
The largest set of letters relates to David’s penfriends. One penpal, the London-based Australian
Michael Malycha, wrote to David after seeing his
advertisement in Man’s World magazine. Malycha’s
second letter—‘I have a feeling this correspondence
will develop into a friendship’—was prophetic: the
pair corresponded between 1955 and 1991, a period
of 36 years. They wrote of their shared interests in
naturism, literature, art and music. David’s prolific
correspondence with Malycha and others allows us
to trace the connections between local, national and
international communities.
Trevor Nunweek also had many friends overseas.
He crossed the Tasman several times after the war
ended, went to London and North America, and
lived in Australia during the late 1960s and 1970s.
Trevor’s photograph collection contains mementoes
of his travels and pictures of friends based abroad.

Travelling and the means of travel are a feature
of the images in this chapter: the motor car, the bus,
the train and the aeroplane, all recorded by that
most portable apparatus: the camera.
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Michael Malycha at
home in England, with a
painting of David Wildey
on his mantelpiece.

ABOVE: ‘Some of the old crowd at Diamond Harbour, Feb 1949.’ From

left to right: Laurie McElroy, Mervyn Wilkes, Peter Ballantyne, Ian
Hillier, and an unknown friend.

OPPOSITE: Morris Petrie, Noel Swanson and Laurie McElroy at ‘San

Michele’, Sumner, late 1940s. Named after physician Axel Munthe’s
memoir The Story of San Michele, set on the Italian island of Capri,
the house hosted regular parties and Sunday get-togethers.
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Diamond Harbour, 1949.

ABOVE: Ian Hillier (left) and a chum, mid 1940s.
OPPOSITE: Trevor and his friends relax on the Port Hills.

BOTH PHOTOS: Trevor Nunweek and friends on the Port Hills.
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Ian Hillier (front left), Trevor Nunweek (back centre), Ron
Hawley (front right) and others enjoy the sun, 1950s.

‘Gordon, Trevor, Keith and Reg.’

Trevor and friends, Blue Mountains, Sydney.

Trevor and a fellow tourist visit a glacier.

LEFT TO RIGHT: Ferrars, Lloyd, Brian, Bo the poodle and a bottle of Gordon’s Gin,
Scarborough, mid-1950s.
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ABOVE: Joe Vucetich and a floral curtain.

Mildew has got the better of the second
photograph.

ABOVE: Denys Cowl (standing) and Douglas Zanders,
photographed in Christchurch c.1953.

ABOVE: Like so many others, Trevor Nunweek (right)

collected photographs of his friends. Some of these feature on
the following pages. A few of the men are New Zealanders,
others Americans, Australians and Englishmen, whom he met
during the late 1940s and ’50s when he spent time overseas.
There are tantalising notes on the backs of a few images.
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ABOVE: ‘David at Auckland’, in front of

an Australian National Airways DC4.

TOP LEFT: ‘Slightly wind blown, 1948.’
BOTTOM LEFT: ‘To my Dearest Sweet Heart, I Love

you true’.

ABOVE: Derrick Hancock and Ian Hillier in a garden

perched above the sea, late 1940s. Ian’s patterned shirt
was no doubt flamboyant for its time. The unknown
couple on the right pose rather more intimately and
revealingly.
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‘The hot pool on Mokoia Island, Lake Rotorua’. David Wildey
(centre) and two friends, 1950s.

John Hunter was the belle of the post-war Kiwis
Revue, the civilian successor to the Kiwi Concert
Party. He was also a good friend of Derrick Hancock—he dedicated the photo on the left to Derrick—
and a sometime lover of David Wildey. Hunter’s
media coverage introduced ‘the shy young man who
becomes a glamorous lass on stage’ and praised his
‘high heels, clinging frock, and a bust line right out of
Hollywood.’ The Kiwis Revue travelled the country,
and Hunter caught up with his Christchurch friends
whenever he was in the city. In the photos above,
John makes himself up for a performance (top left),
the tools of his trade scattered about the desk; he
poses (top right) in his costume for the balcony scene
in Noel Coward’s Private Lives, a show Hunter and
his co-performers staged over a thousand times.
‘Best wishes Derrick, Sincerely, John’
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LEFT: Ferrars Carrington, matinée idol, 1951.
ABOVE: Derrick Hancock (left) and Ron Hawley about to

head off to a party, 1955.

Ian Hillier is a flower girl about to attend a mock
wedding of two of his gay friends. The happy couple were
attired in traditional wedding garb: one wore a black suit,
the other a meringue-white wedding dress, with tufts of
black chest hair peeking incongruously out the top. Derrick
Hancock designed and made the dress using the needlework
skills his mother had taught him as a youngster. He built
the hat on a formwork of chicken wire.
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From 1947, David Wildey leased a garret flat in an
old house on the corner of Kilmore Street and Park
Terrace. It was a large single room whose occupant
had to descend a flight of stairs to shared kitchen
and bathroom facilities. David’s attic was a tasteful space, with statues, art and books aplenty, and
an extensive collection of classical music. Although
David spent an increasing amount of time out of
Christchurch—he was often based in Auckland from
the late 1950s—this was111
his Canterbury bolt-hole.

Geoffrey Ward, a shipping company clerk who lived
in Nelson, visited David Wildey in Christchurch from
time to time, staying in the Park Terrace apartment.
Above, the pair lounge in a garden. They lost touch
when Geoffrey moved overseas, but they had been
regular correspondents:
I do not yet know where I will be staying, and
hesitate to ask for a blanket at your flat, but if you
feel you could put up with me for a couple of days, I
would be very grateful indeed.

Geoffrey in David’s apartment.

Nelson is quite an attractive place in January with
lots of sun-bathing—and music! I think perhaps that
an extra bed could be found at this present address for
any friend who should be in this direction.

No, I definitely have not forgotten you. In fact you are
constantly in my thoughts. The pleasant memories of your
short visit to Nelson remain with me—even the marathon
ride on the tandem.
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David’s apartment was a good place to entertain,
although the neighbours did not always appreciate
the music:
Christchurch,
10th August, 1959.
Dear Sir,
We understand that you will resume living in your
room at Park Terrace in the near future. We have
been approached by a number of the tenants to write
to you and advise you that upon your return they do
not intend to put up with excessive and loud playing
of your tape recorder and radiogram until the late
hours of the evening and early hours of the morning.
We also received several complaints before you went
away. We would like you to know that this is not an
isolated complaint but comes from a number of the
tenants who are most determined in their complaint.
Would you therefore please endeavour to keep your
radiogram and tape recorder at a reasonable volume
and refrain from operating the same at the hours set
out above.
			Yours faithfully,
				Trustees Estate

Radiogram bliss. As Geoffrey Ward wrote in a letter to David,
‘music makes up for a great deal’.
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David takes afternoon tea
among the contents of his flat.

David’s flat was on the first floor, on the
right hand side of the house in the sketch
above, with a view over Hagley Park.
David took the photographs (right) in
1964, soon after the murder of his friend
Charles (Allan) Aberhart, killed by six
youths out ‘to bash a queer’. The beating
took place on the other side of the park,
beyond the trees. The day of the murder,
Allan—along with Derrick Hancock
and Ron Hawley—visited David for
lunch at the Park Terrace flat. The
crime and subsequent trial attracted
significant news media attention, and
was a catalyst for attempts to change
the laws against sex between men.
David Wildey left his flat—and its
‘beautiful/tragic environment’—not long
after the murder in Hagley Park. He
moved to Auckland more or less permanently, although he kept the lease until
the house was demolished in 1968.
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Denys Cowl was a vocal teacher who lived near David
Wildey in Park Terrace. His name was originally spelled
‘Cow’, and on the opposite page, in ‘Mrs Cow’s hat’, Denys
(right) sports his mother’s headwear. There were numerous copies of this memento of a picnic at Okuti in 1955,
and they circulated widely among friends. The undated
letter below is from Denys to David (left), written after
David had left Christchurch for another spell in Auckland.

Park Terrace
Saturday
My dear David,
I sincerely hope you will withstand the shock of
actually receiving this epistle but as the spirit moved
me here I am.
Both mother and I felt rather sad last Monday as
we watched the plane receding into the distance and
I hope you had a comfortable journey with friends
awaiting you on arrival. It was a most pleasant interlude David—so very nice to be with you once again.
Did you know Ferrars [Carrington] was modelling
one afternoon a week at Art School? It appears
Laurie [McIlroy] is rather dissatisfied at D.I.C. and
is talking of making a move to Lane Walkers in the
near future. Ferrars asked me up next week but I
declined gracefully for I don’t feel at the moment
equal to Laurie’s caustic tongue.
Behave yourself old man and don’t forget three
months up there is the limit. Am enclosing the latest
from Nelson. He sounded rather browned off—poor
old dear.
Best wishes from Mother.
Yours, Denys.
PS: Don’t bother to answer this, come home instead.
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ABOVE: Ferrars Carrington (left) and Noel Mansen.
OPPOSITE: Trevor Nunweek (left) and Ian Hillier.

Derrick Hancock, Ron Hawley and a Morris Minor in 1952, the year in
which the men first met.

Ron Hawley (centre), his friends and the styles of the 1960s.

THE BEACH

Bruce Dunn (left) and Ferrars Carrington, somewhere
in Canterbury c.1959.
Bruce Dunn (left) and Ferrars Carrington.

Frank McCoy relaxes on Waimairi Beach, c.1960.

T

HE BEACH is a place of relaxation and escape.
Many New Zealanders look forward to trips to
the sand and the waves, and beach life abounds in
popular representations of our national identity. But
the beach has a special resonance for gay men. Canadian gay photographic scholar Thomas Waugh describes ‘the beach, the shore, the waterfront, the harbor’ as a zone in between land and water that ‘allows
the baring of bodies and solitude for the primal act,
the site of desire.’ Far away from ‘the metropolitan
pavement,’ he writes, beaches are ‘spaces to get
away to, spaces to dream about.’ Beaches become
gay spaces.
Our Christchurch men took to the seaside with
enthusiasm. Waimairi Beach, north of New Brighton,
was popular during the postwar years. Groups of
friends set out for its sandhills—some had cars, and
buses dropped others nearby—and then settled down
among the dunes. There were picnics, swimming, lots
of sunbathing, and a fair bit of showing off. Waimairi
was—and remains—a well-known cruising area, and
provided company for many. Some made new friends
while at Waimairi.
The photographers in our group had a flair for
composition and capturing a moment. Derrick Hancock and David Wildey’s collections both contain
beachside images. Of the prints, numerous duplicates
attest to the sharing of mementoes among those in
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ABOVE: Noel Hulme (centre) and two other lads on the

sea wall at Brighton Beach, c.1932/3.

these circles of friends. David kept some of his negatives too, including a wonderful collection of sunbathing images from about 1960. Men wore less and
less as the years went by; the woollen bathing suits
of the 1940s gave way to bare skin a decade later.
Increasingly, the beach was a place of freedom.
Years later, in 1998, David reminisced about
happy times at Waimairi. In a letter to Derrick and
Ron he wrote: ‘I suppose there’s a whole new “cast
of characters” doing the Waimairi scene today? Do
you take a run out there?’
Waimairi may have been the most popular spot for
the Christchurch crowd, but Derrick, David and their
friends went further afield too. Diamond Harbour, a
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ABOVE: Noel, once again (right), this time with three

friends at Brighton Beach, 1940.

ferry ride from Lyttelton on Banks Peninsula, was
the subject of several photographs. Men picnicked
under the pine trees or sat on the rocks in their togs,
towels hanging around their necks. Another time,
Derrick, Trevor Nunweek, Ian Hillier and others
headed up the coast to Leithfield Beach, where a
rented house awaited its guests. ‘Park View’ was
fairly basic, a classic corrugated-iron kiwi bach, but
our group called it their own for a while.
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Eighteen men, a Canterbury beach and a large demijohn
of beer, late 1940s. Derrick Hancock and Trevor Nunweek
occupy the middle of the frame, while couples snuggle for
the camera.

THESE PAGES: Unidentified Christchurch men make the beaches their own.
One pose (above) appears to be a seaside rendition of Michelangelo’s painting
The Creation of Adam.

ABOVE: Trevor Nunweek and his hat.
OPPOSITE, CLOCKWISE: ‘Digger’ Prebble and Joe

Vucetich; Vucetich and Laurie McElroy; Vucetich; Owen
Roberts, all recorded during the late 1940s. These photographs
were probably taken in various spots around Canterbury,
although Owen lived in Dunedin.
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THIS PAGE: Beachside, probably at Diamond Harbour, 1949.
OPPOSITE: ‘To Trevor: Yours, Ian’.
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ABOVE: At ‘Park View’, a bach at Leithfield Beach, late 1940s. From left

to right: Ian Hillier, Brian Bracefield, Phil Pocock and Trevor Nunweek.

INSET: Next morning, Trevor empties the chamber pot out of the window.

TOP: At Waimairi Beach: Ian Hillier (left), Brian Bracefield, Trevor
Nunweek (with the floral togs) and Phil Pocock, late 1940s.
ABOVE: David Wildey (left) and Colin Coombe.
OPPOSITE: John Fleming (left) and David Wildey.

Frank McCoy (left), Ferrars Carrington (centre) and Bruce Dunn, c.1960.

Picnic fun and frolics, Waimairi Beach, c.1960.

More Waimairi Beach amusements, c.1960.

PHYSICAL CULTURE

David Wildey at Waimairi Beach, 1950s.

S

OME GAY MEN embraced the imagery and
ethos of physical culture. As a teenager during the late 1930s, David Wildey set aside 1/3d for
a copy of the monthly fitness magazine Strength
& Health. He put its techniques into practice on a
weekly basis. David’s adolescent diary told of the
swimming, skipping and callisthenic exercises that
made up his regime. A very ‘physical’ young man, as
he put it, David made chin-up bars at home, went
to the YMCA to use the ‘apparatus’, and played the
occasional game of basketball. One summer afternoon, inspired by an article in Strength & Health, he
immediately ‘did six sets of exercise with surprising
ease’. ‘I feel good!’ he told his diary. ‘It’s becoming so
much easier!’ A few days later he sawed two macrocarpa logs. ‘When cut they were an ideal size, shape
and weight for weight-lifting so I tried some exercise
with them. The going was tough but not bad for a
beginning.’
David kept up the callisthenics and swimming
through the war years. He impressed the other
servicemen with diving displays, and occasionally
showed off his acrobatic skills ‘for the amusement of
the boys’. Muscles were one thing, skin tone another;
the young hospital orderly added nude sunbathing
to his body regime. Other men’s admiration made
David happy. Once, he ‘took a lovely hot shower
before mess. Stowell, Johnston and some other officers came to shower and were curious about my all-

David Wildey on the top of Conical Hill,
Hanmer, 1956.
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over tan and asked how I came by it. Envious! Too
shy to divulge I nonetheless positively glowed with
the attention and my self-satisfaction.’
Back in New Zealand after the war, David continued to buy Bob Hoffman’s Strength & Health. The
periodical was full of tales of successful body builders
and ‘how to’ guides to exercise equipment. Wildey
and the other readers learned about ‘Terry’s Sculling
Exerciser’, an early rowing machine, and techniques
with dumbbells, barbells and pulleys. Advertisers
offered books on yoga along with a range of tonics
and tablets to boost ‘vitality’. Men were taught to
achieve ‘that vee shape’ with wide shoulders and a
small waist. David’s collection of Strength & Health
magazines tells of the gym culture of the 1940s, ’50s
and ’60s.
While some men emulated the hunks of the magazines, others were content simply to look. Strength
& Health had a significant queer readership, even
though Hoffman was less than sympathetic to that
constituency. Among the barbell-lifting self-improvement articles were treatises on marriage and clean
living, and ‘cures’ were offered to the wayward. Here
is a barely-veiled excerpt from one ad:

After a course of ‘treatment’ by TW Standwell, a
‘remedial physical culture consultant’, our hapless

32-year-old was able to marry. He soon discovered—
to his great relief—that ‘the physical side of my marriage is extremely satisfying to both of us’.
But the camouflage—and the antagonism—soon
began to wane. Bob Mizer’s Physique Pictorial was
born in 1951. Mizer’s ‘beefcake’ magazine offered
attractive young men posing as classical figures,
sailors and cowboys. Individually or in groups, they
bared their bodies on stage and in the showers. Unlike the older periodicals, Physique Pictorial was
‘solely intended for those who enjoyed the sight of
male nudes’. Other publications followed Mizer’s lead:
Vim, Trim, Grecian Guild Pictorial, Physique Artistry, and the colour examples: Body Beautiful (above)
and Adonis. According to Valentine Hooven, a chronicler of beefcake, these were the first ‘gay magazines’,
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Case No. 44,409, aged 32, was destined to lead an
unnatural, unhappy existence until he plucked up
the courage to put his mind and body on a healthy
plane.

Bert in a double page spread from
Body Beautiful, c.1954.

LEFT: David Wildey’s fellow

model Kin Kinsella (left)
and Trevor Nunweek, at
Waimairi Beach.

even though the word
‘homosexuality’
never
featured among their
pages. Still, ‘[w]hat
Mizer and the others did
was unthinkable for that
day and age: they came
out.’
Readers were invited
to interact with some of the magazines’ content. In
spite of Hoffman’s ambivalence to matters queer,
Strength & Health had personal columns at the
back. These were ostensibly fitness-related, but the
canny could read between the lines: ‘Young man
(London). Good physique, appearance. Seeks similar
share interests including physique etc. Send photo
(returned). Box No. 1145.’ David Wildey met a great
many pen pals through the pages of the physique
magazines. Some of these men later holidayed in
New Zealand and stayed with David in Christchurch.
Guilio Marchetti was one of them. An Americanborn Italian, Marchetti made the trip here during
the late 1950s. He looked forward to heading outdoors with David for a bit of naked sunbathing and
amateur photography.
Writers at Physique Pictorial suggested men take
their own photographs. Outdoors at the right time
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of day was best, they wrote, and the flash would
help. ‘Shooting the model on a hilltop with clear
sky background will inevitably yield results which
satisfy.’ US$4.50 would buy a Framex self-timer and
allow the photographer to pose as his own sitter.
Those willing to shell out a little more could work
with colour film.
David took to physique photography with alaccrity. Nearly naked and well-exercised, he lies and
stands on the beach, poses in front of fences and
shows off his physique. Sometimes he submitted his
photographs for consideration to North American
and European magazines. Mostly, though, he sent
copies of his photographs to penfriends. Many wrote
back enthusiastically, enclosed their own pictures,
and sent David the latest issues of the physique magazines. David, like other New Zealanders, was carried
along on the international currents.
For several years, in 1954-5 and 1959-61, David
sat as a nude model at the Canterbury School of
Art. Countless students and teachers drew David’s
likeness, including the German-born expressionist
Rudolf Gopas. In his first year at the school, David
was joined by Kin Kinsella, a friend since the late
1940s. Among the easels and draperies, David and
Kin displayed the bodies they had worked on since
their youth.
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David as an artist’s model.

THESE PAGES: David at Waimairi once again.

THESE AND FOLLOWING PAGES: One afternoon in
1952, David arranged himself on a rock wall near his
family’s bach in Redcliffs and posed sensuously on
the beach. He accessorised with a packet of cigarettes
and three imported magazines: Music and Musicians,
Courier, and a barely discernible dance title.
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THIS PAGE AND OPPOSITE: David tries out his poses at Waimairi Beach
during the 1950s. Upon seeing these pictures, his penfriend Michael Malycha
wrote: ‘You give me the impression that you are some sea-creature sunning
itself on the shore. You have the sort of physique that “drapes” easily.’
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Ferrars Carrington accessorises on Waimairi Beach.
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An evocative penfriend correspondence survives
among David’s files:
I love this on account of the lovely sweep of your
line from shoulder past slim waist to the luscious
curve of your hip. I like this pose—full of elegance and
grace. What a nice shape you are! Now David write
me soon please and please say “yes” to everything.
You’ll have to take me out somewhere where we
can indulge our love of naturism and whilst lolling
or lazing in the sun gabble away about opera and—
sandwiched in between all that—shoot at you with my
camera! Is that okay by you?
The beach shots [you sent me] revealed a rugged
looking guy, certainly a pleasant chap, “sexy looking”
indeed. Is one of the swimsuits gold? The pose you
assumed in it was most inviting—sort of a “come
hither pose.”

ABOVE: David in front of an Arcadian backdrop, in a Grecian-style shot.
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The framing is curious: was this photo privately developed, perhaps, or
the end of a roll of film?

Some of David Wildey’s penpals
from the 1950s & ’60s, representing
a range of sizes, shapes and ages.

Born 7/7/33
5’11 ½
45” – 29” – 39”

BOTH PAGES: Friends of
Trevor Nunweek parade their
physiques before the camera.
None of these photographs has
a caption on the back; these
fellows may have been locals
or friends from Trevor’s time
overseas.
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A friend of David Wildey at Waimairi Beach,
1950s.

From David’s American penpal Guilio—‘I am
sending off to you by surface mail the latest issues
of Adonis and Body Beautiful. Do let me know what
you think of them. I find them very attractive and
I think the photos are even better than in Man’s
World. These two magazines are frankly not “muscle
culture” ones—but merely—or again frankly—paeans
of praise for the physique as a thing of beauty and
elegance—not as a piece of beef-cake.’
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Guilio again, to David—‘You have just the clean and
Grecian lines which I admire so much more than those
revoltingly over-developed American muscle-men!’
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ABOVE: Keith Hulme poses upright in the yard by the sea,

Redcliffs, 1950s.

RIGHT: David Wildey upends himself in his Park Terrace flat

during the same decade.
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David at Hanmer Springs during the 1950s.

David, a caravan and an
eccentric composition, 1960s.
As readers of Physique
Pictorial learned, Kodachrome
film affords ‘full, glorious color’.

With gladioli as a foil to his sculpted chest (left), this
unnamed young friend of Derrick Hancock (above right) offers
a less typical display of physical fitness, c.1952. Still, his pose
and setting echo the late-nineteenth century Sicilian images
of Wilhelm von Gloeden (a fan of handsome peasant youths)
along with the 1940s and ’50s photographs of Konrad Helbig,
a German who also chose Sicily as the setting for pictures of
young men in the outdoors.
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Ron Hawley (left), two friends and the
hair of the ’70s.

B

Y 1965, a year after the murder of Charles
Aberhardt in Hagley Park, David Wildey
had more or less moved to Auckland. Here we see
him (left) painting his boat in a new environment.
A view of Rangitoto had replaced the cool waters
of Pegasus Bay; David abandoned his Park Terrace
eyrie for a flat in Takapuna and then an apartment
on the Hibiscus Coast.
New Zealand society changed along with David’s
life. The 1950s had witnessed the growth of gay
cultures, at least in the cities. The ‘queer’ world had
its rituals, symbols and shared reference points—
language, leisure spaces and drag, among others—
and a certain critical mass developed. Private cultures were increasingly visible in public spaces,
including the bars and cafés. This was a more
dynamic period than we often assume, a decade of
new possibilities and social transformations as well
as hostile judgmentalism. In 1952, writer Bill Pearson, himself homosexual, suggested: ‘There is no
place in normal New Zealand society for the man
who is different.’ But there was indeed a place, as
our photographs show, and the bonds of propriety
loosened as time passed. On some beaches, including
Waimairi, the woollen bathing suit gave way to the
birthday suit. The first moves to liberalise the laws
forbidding sex between men took place during the
early 1960s, but only a small group was involved at
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first. Most men’s resistance was quiet, informal and
implicit. By creating their own cultures men made
places and identities that sustained them and their
friends. Culture-building was a form of resistance in
itself, and it provided the seed-bed for more formal
organisations in later years.
Popular literature was important, especially the
physique magazines. American historian David Johnson suggests these periodicals, and the international
networks of communication and consumption their
publishers and readers helped to create, ‘provided
a means for gay men to understand themselves as
belonging to a larger community.’ David Wildey met
most of his penfriends in this way, and they began
to discuss politics. In January 1961, ‘Blackie’, one
of David’s correspondents from the USA, enthused
about sunbathing, nude sailors and the ‘wild gay
set’ before writing of his involvement in the Mattachine Society, an early gay rights group established
in 1950. ‘The society had gained a fine reputation
among professional people,’ ‘Blackie’ wrote, before
adding peevishly: ‘the new breed are composed of
young irresponsible people who cannot but hinder all
the good we have worked for so long for by their militancy. We simply aren’t strong or numerous enough
to protest too openly yet.’
Twelve years later, the time was right for collective endeavour. In Christchurch in 1973, Derrick
Hancock and several others ‘got together to discuss
the possibility of starting a club for queens. After
much searching a suitable place was found. The
police were informed and were very helpful. A big
change of attitude towards homosexuals was noted.’
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Ron Hawley (left), Trevor Nunweek (centre) and
travelling companions at Pancake Rocks, Punakaiki,
early 1970s.

This new organisation, the Dorian Society (named
after its Wellington counterpart), supplemented
Christchurch’s private circles of friends. There were
other inspirations too. Derrick holidayed in San
Francisco in 1974, and loved the gay pride march
he saw there. This revelatory moment ‘reinforced a
strong positive gay identity’ for him.
Men’s lives continued to change. In 1970, David
Wildey stopped teaching and began work as a civil
servant. Then, in 1976, Keith’s fatal heart attack
knocked David for six. By the early 1980s David
was enjoying Auckland once more. In 1998, he wrote
to Derrick and Ron: ‘So from early ’82 I enjoyed
the “scene” and the “natives” at Narrow Neck with
lots of nude sunning and swimming. It was during
this period that I met a nice guy whom I almost
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David Wildey on the ferry
from Auckland to Devonport,
c.1984.

“married”—one Bluey Brown, who worked at The
Farmers in Wanganui. Shortly after his retirement,
as I think I told you, he died on the beach at Wanganui, presumably of a heart attack. Such a nice guy.
Nimble fingers on the piano among other talents. So!
I’m glad that romance “busted”. I could not have
stood what I went through when I lost my Hon.’
Our protagonists continued to enjoy their sexuality
as they got older. David’s letter to Derrick and Ron
swapped more than news: David included a list of
‘porn pals’, chaps overseas—in the USA, mostly —
with whom he exchanged erotic photographs. As
enthusiastic creators of home-made erotica, Derrick

and Ron would have received the information enthusiastically. Derrick photographed some of his friends
and acquaintances nude, and developed the pictures
in his own darkroom. Overseas materials made their
way here too, including the Tom of Finland ‘Kake’
cards in Derrick and Ron’s collection (page 213) and
the 8mm films the pair showed on their movie nights.
In this age of jet air travel, a friendly American tour
guide stowed gay magazines in his carry-on luggage
and brought them to his Christchurch mates.
AIDS made an impact. During the early 1980s,
the news of gay men dying was a shock to a generation
used to little more than gonorrhea—cured with an
injection of penicillin—or crabs, treated with ‘blue
butter’ (a mixture of mercury and petrol). Derrick
and Ron lost at least 20 friends to the frightening new
epidemic. A non-monogamous couple, they quickly
converted to safe sex. David Wildey continued to
make new penfriends, and he made sure the younger
ones knew about condoms.
In 1986, the passing of the Homosexual Law
Reform Bill, sponsored by Labour MP Fran Wilde,
legalised sex between men. In our protagonists’
youth, such a change seemed a long way off. Trevor Nunweek, arrested for fooling around with other
teenagers, was not the only one tangled up with the
law. Morris Petrie, a stalwart of ‘San Michele’ in
Sumner, was called as a witness when a friend was
tried for having sex with a young man he picked up
outside the Union Jack Club in Cashel Street one
evening in 1944. Some older men were happy enough
with the clandestine past, while others embraced the
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changing order. As the Homosexual Law Reform Bill
made its way through the select committee process,
Derrick Hancock wrote to Fran Wilde to offer his
support. He saw change as a positive thing, and
later told an interviewer: ‘It’s a new world, especially for the younger generation. They have it made
if they practice safe sex. Even the straights are more
tolerant.’
David Wildey also followed the liberation movement, and he took part in an organisation or two.
As secretary of ‘The Roaring Forties’, he encouraged
the other members to write to MPs in support of the
Homosexual Law Reform Bill.
David was a voracious reader, and his reading
list included the well-known gay novels of the 1970s
alongside learned works on the politics, history and
sociology of gay life. Over time, David’s old interests
melded with the new: ecology and world peace joined
photography and classical music. There were always
new friends, but some familiar names persisted
through his address books during the 1980s and
’90s: Trevor, Derrick, Ron and Ferrars Carrington.
Our men’s experiences have collective importance.
They illustrate ‘the practice of everyday life’—to
borrow a phrase from the sociologist Michel de Certeau—with all its contours, changes and continuities. Daily details—the acts of hanging out, going
out, working out and making out—illustrate the gay
past’s richness, intricacy and dynamism. Together
our friends’ words and images tell a tale of time,
place, biography and community.
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David (above), Ron and Derrick (below), later in life.

Derrick, Ron and their mates party through the ’70s.
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RIGHT: Trevor Nunweek (left) and a
friend sneak a smoke at the airport, 1967.

David Wildey and his friend March Laumiers, February 1979.

BELOW: Ferrars Carrington (left) and
friends camping.

David, 1980.

David at a friend’s
place in Takapuna,
1968.

Keith Hulme.

A backblocks picnic during the 1970s, with Ron Hawley
sitting on the far left.

A friend of David Wildey relaxes underneath
the sandstone cliffs, Takapuna, c.1984.

Some of David’s Auckland crowd, 1970s.

Tom Of Finland was a prolific creator of gay pornographic

images; he was reputed to have produced 3,500 in total.
These examples are from three of the Finn’s Kake
‘stories’, each of which consisted of some twenty cards.
These examples are from Derrick and Ron’s collection
and probably date from the 1970s. Each of these three
examples is an early card from a Kake story: in the subsequent images, glances turn to action. Bulging crotches give
way to graphic depictions of oral and anal sex; there are
enormous endowments, multiple partners, lots of leather,
plenty of voyeurism and more than a bit of bondage.
Derrick and Ron numbered their cards for easy reassembling after they had finished with them, and stored them
in a Kodak box.
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David Wildey, a porch, and the end of a roll
of film: homemade beefcake from the 1960s.
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